Summary. The term "binaural technique" is used as a cover label here for methods of sound recording, synthesis and reproduction, where the signals in focus are the acoustic signals at the eardrums. If these are presented authentically to listeners, the listeners will obtain acoustic cues which are deemed sufficient for authentic auditory experience -including its spatial aspects. This chapter reviews the basic principles of binaural technique -putting a special focus on results of investigations which have been performed at Aalborg University. These basic principles form the foundation for current utilization of binaural technique at large. They include basic theory, investigations on sound transmission in the ear canal, measurements and post-processing of head-related transfer functions, HRTFs, transfer functions of headphones and their adequate equalization, and results from localization experiments in real life as well as with binaural recordings from real heads and artificial heads. Numerous applications to these methods exist. Some of them will be introduced exemplarily.
Introduction
Binaural technique starts from the concept that our auditory percepts are predominantly formed on the basis of only two inputs, namely the soundpressure signals at our two eardrums. If these are recorded -literally -in the ears of listeners, and reproduced authentically when played back, then all acoustic cues are available to the listeners for forming authentic replicas of the original auditory percepts -including all spatial aspects.
The signals to the two ears, called binaural signals, may, instead of being picked up in the ears of listeners, also be synthesized by computer -once the sound transmission from the source to the listeners' ears has been mapped for all possible positions of the sound source. It can then be controlled by computer where the listener will hear the sound, and sound sources can be placed everywhere in the listeners' perceptual space. This technique is obvious for virtual-reality application, but many further areas of applications exist.
The definition of binaural technique may be extended more generally to binaural technology as follows.
"Binaural technology is a body of methods that involves the acoustic input signals to both ears of the listener for achieving practical pur-poses, for example, by recording, analyzing, synthesizing, processing, presenting, and evaluating such signals." [8] This chapter presents methods for obtaining or generating binaural signals and reproducing them adequately. For a wider view on spatial hearing and binaural technology, see e. g., [9, 35] .
Structure
With binaural recording the sound is recorded in the ear canals of listeners. For practical reasons the listener is often replaced by a manikin with the relevant acoustical properties similar to those of a human. The technique is therefore commonly referred to as "artificial-head" recording technique or "dummy head" recording technique. When binaural recordings are made, the spatial properties of the exposing sound field are transformed into two electrical signals representing the input to the left and right ears, respectively.
Play-back is most often done by headphones, as they offer complete channel separation and acoustical isolation from the surroundings, thus enabling optimal control of the reproduction situation. Authentic reproduction requires correct calibration of the complete recording and reproduction chain. Section 2 addresses principles of calibration from a theoretical point of view.
The headphone transfer function is often given very little attention. Often, headphones at hand are used without electronic compensation, disregarding the intended use and design goals of the headphones and their typically nonflat frequency responses. In Sect. 3 examples of headphone transfer functions and equalization filters are shown.
When an artificial head is used during recording -or a human different from the listener -then the recorded signals do not exactly correspond to the ear signals that the listener would have been exposed to in the recording situation. Localization performance with binaural recordings from humans and artificial heads is addressed in Sect. 4 . This section also includes a comparison of head-related transfer functions, HRTFs, of some artificial heads and humans.
Binaural signals may alternatively be generated electronically by the use of filters representing HRTFs, in which case the method will be denoted "binaural synthesis". The success of binaural synthesis depends strongly on details of the procedures applied for determining and realising HRTFs, such as physical aspects of the measurement situation, post-processing of data, and implementation as digital filters. These issues are addressed in Sect. 5 .
Finally, in Sect. 6, some of the numerous applications of binaural technology are reviewed. The list is in no way exhaustive, but offers some input for inspiration and useful links to players in the field. Applications of binaural technology are also described in other chapters of this book [10, 10, 19, 84] .
Theory

Sound-Transmission Model
When the binaural signals are recorded -whether in the ears of a human or an artificial head -the spatial sound field is transformed into only two signals, one for each side. A prerequisite for the successful reproduction is thus that the full spatial information is maintained in these signals.
This issue has been frequently addressed in the literature, e. g., [37, 66-68, 99-101, 110] , the latter containing a summary. It is generally agreed that there are other places in the ear canal than at the eardrum where the full spatial information is available. This has been demonstrated for points on the center line of the ear canal, including the point on the entrance plane. It has also been shown that the spatial information is maintained, even if the ear canal is blocked at the recording point or further towards the eardrum. This is of significant practical relevance, since larger microphones can then be used in human ear canals, and artificial heads can be made without ear canals. In addition, as will be seen in Sect. 2.3, individual effects from the ear-canal and eardrum impedance are removed, whereby the signals become more general with respect to the spatial information contained in it.
A sound-transmission model as introduced in [71] splits the sound transmission up into direction-dependent and direction-independent parts. The model, and a similar one for the reproduction situation -see Sect. 2.2, is used for determining the correct calibration of the complete recording and playback chain. Further, it enables assessment of other relevant properties, such as inter-individual variation, see Sect. 2.3. The model is depicted in Fig. 1 1 In the present chapter, capital letters denote terms given in the frequency domain. The symbols thus stand for complex functions of frequency. Time domain representations are denoted by the corresponding lower-case symbols. The connection between the two domains can, e. g., be given by the Fourier transform, F, and its inverse,
In the model, the complete sound field outside the ear canal -whatever the source and the sound field -is described by a Thévenin equivalent, consisting of the open-circuit sound pressure, P blocked , and a generator impedance. The generator impedance is identical to the radiation impedance, Z radiation , as seen from the ear canal into the free air. P blocked does not exist during normal listening conditions, but if the ear canal is blocked to make the volume velocity zero, P blocked can be found just outside the blockage. P eardrum denotes the sound pressure at the eardrum and P open denotes the sound pressure at the entrance to the ear canal. The ear canal itself is modelled by a two-port which is loaded by the eardrum impedance, Z eardrum . The input impedance of the two-port as seen from the entrance of the canal, is denoted Z ear canal . The total sound transmission from the free field to the eardrum can be described by the ratio of (i) the sound pressure at the eardrum and (ii) a reference sound pressure which is found at the position corresponding to the center of the subject's head with the subject absent, i.e.
This ratio, P eardrum /P ref , depends on the angle of incidence of the sound wave, as indicated by the symbol . It defines a head-related transfer function, usually abbreviated HRTF 2 . The sound transmission can be separated in consecutive parts in the following way,
P eardrum /P open describes the sound transmission along the ear canal and does not depend on the angle of incidence -due to one-dimensional wave propagation inside the ear canal. Nor does P open /P blocked depend on the angle of incidence. This ratio denotes the pressure division at the entrance of the ear canal between Z ear canal and Z radiation as given in the equation below. In essence, only P blocked /P ref depends on direction.
An example of the transfer functions for three directions of sound incidence which illustrates directional dependence and independence as discussed above is given in Fig. 2 .
The consequence of this is that both sound pressures at the eardrum, at the ear-canal entrance, blocked or open, or elsewhere on the center line of the ear canal, will have the full spatial information and may be used for binaural recording. Likewise, it suggests a wider definition of the head-related transfer function, so that it covers all points in the ear canal that have the full spatial information and not only the point at the eardrum -as was denoted in (1). An HRTF, then, is, generally given by the ratio of the sound pressure at the ear of a listener and the reference sound pressure as follows:
Calibration of the Complete Recording and Play-back Chain
In order to determine the full transmission of a binaural recording and playback system, a model similar to that described in Sect. 2.1 for the free-field transmission is used for the play-back situation. The superscript "hp" is used in the following for signifying sound pressures that refer to the reproduction situation over headphones. Again, the input is described by a Thévenin generator, i. e. the blocked-entrance sound pressure, P hp blocked , and a generator impedance, Z headphone . The complete transmission from voltage at the headphone terminals, E headphone , to sound pressure at the eardrum, is then
The sound transmission along the ear canal is the same whatever the source, thus P hp eardrum /P hp open = P eardrum /P open holds. However, the Thevénin impedance is not the same. Consequently, the pressure division at the entrance to the ear canal differs between the two situations. The pressure division during reproduction is
If recording is made at the eardrum, M describes the transfer function of the recording microphone, and G eardrum denotes the electrical gain from the output of the recording microphone to the input of the headphone, the total transmission from recording to reproduction can be written as
The headphone produces the correct sound pressure at the eardrum when the transmission in (7) equals P eardrum /P ref , which means that the design target for the equalizer is given as follows -see [71] for calculations,
Similarly, when the recording is made at the entrance, open or blocked, respectively, the following equations apply,
The last term in (10) is the ratio of the pressure division during recording (3) and the pressure division during reproduction (6) , which is denoted the pressure-division ratio, PDR. If the PDR is ignored -at least at this point, it can be seen that the exercise for finding the correct equalization is the same whatever the recording point is. In other words, the transfer function of the equalizer, G, shall equal the inverse of the microphone transfer function times the inverse of the headphone transfer function as measured at the same physical point in the ear where the recording was made.
Many of modern miniature and probe microphones have fairly flat frequency responses, in which case they may simply be represented by their overall sensitivities in the design target for G. Thus the main component of G is the inverse of the headphone transfer function measured at the position in the ear canal where the recording was made. For this reason, the equalizer is often referred to as the headphone equalizer, although, by definition, it serves to ensure that the entire reproduction chain is adequately calibrated. Headphone equalization will be further discussed in Sect. 3.
Inter-Individual Variation
In the previous sections it was inherently assumed that the recordings and the determination of the headphone transfer function were done with the same person, and that the listener was identical to this person. This is rarely the case, and since there are considerable differences in the shape of humans, including their outer ears, it must be anticipated that there will be individual differences in the binaural signals and in the headphone transfer functions. The consequence is that the binaural technique may result in correct signals only for those particular individuals that the recordings and the headphonetransfer-function measurement were made with. Thus, only these individuals may achieve the authentic listening experience.
The separation of free-field sound transmission into cascaded components, such as described in Sect. 2.1, paves the road to objective assessment of interindividual variations. Data for inter-individual variation in sound transmissions have been presented previously, see, e. g., [9, 30, 37, 39, 76, 97, 110, 111, 117] . Comparisons as performed in [37, 76] provide the basis for the following discussion.
Examples of HRTFs measured at the eardrum, the open entrance and the blocked entrance are given in Fig. 3 . If the general characteristics of the three types of HRTFs are compared, there are clear differences. This does not come by surprise, given the characteristics of the pressure division, P open /P blocked , and the transmission along the ear canal, P eardrum /P open , see e. g., Fig. 2 . These elements are additively included in the transfer functions in the frames of Fig. 3 -in the order mentioned, i. e. from right to left. Individual characteristics of the elements will also add, but since the elements may be correlated, the variance will not necessarily sum up for each step in the transmission.
In the lower panels of Fig. 3 , the standard deviations for the data in the top panels are shown. It can be seen that the standard deviation at the open entrance is higher than at the eardrum or the blocked entrance. An analysis of correlation [37] shows that this is due to a high negative correlation of the transmission along the ear canal, P eardrum /P open , and the pressure division at the entrance, P open /P blocked . This correlation does not surprise, since both terms are highly influenced by the acoustical properties of the ear canal and its termination.
It also becomes evident that the blocked-entrance HRTF has the lowest variation. This means that it is not only convenient from a practical point of view to record at the blocked entrance, but it also results in recordings which may offer a wider range of general applicability. An example of a convenient microphone technique for recording of blocked-entrance sound pressures is shown in Fig. 4 .
Also the headphone transfer functions vary across subjects, as will be shown by examples in Sect. 3. The significance of inter-individual differences will thus also depend on the properties of these transfer functions, the procedures for determining them and the design of adequate equalization filters. An analysis -using terms from the model -is given in Møller et al. [77] . A hole of suitable size is made in an EAR earplug -for instance by a soldering iron -and a Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 miniature microphone is inserted in the hole. The earplug, with the microphone inside, is then compressed and, once well compressed, earplug and microphone are inserted into the ear canal. Earplug and microphone should be held in position while the earplug decompresses, so that the microphone is ensured the correct position flush with the entrance -after [76] 
Headphone Reproduction
As stated earlier, authentic reproduction of binaural recordings is aimed at through one-to-one transmission from the recorded sound pressure to the reproduced one. In the following, examples of headphone transfer functions, pressure divisions and equalization filters [73, 77] are given. For further examples check, e. g., [40, 55] .
Headphone Transfer Functions
In [73] the transfer characteristics of a selection of headphones were studied, mostly of Hi-Fi type -for examples see Fig. 5 . It became obvious that none of the headphones had the flat frequency response required for authentic reproduction of binaural signals, compare Sect. 2.2, and that several of them have complicated structures that are difficult to compensate with low-order filters.
For frequencies above 7 kHz the structures are also highly individual, so that individual equalization has to be considered. It was also noted that the headphones have very different frequency responses, even those that are claimed to be designed according to the same design goal, e. g., free-field or diffuse-field -see Sect. 3.4. Further, the sensitivity of the headphones varied considerably between subjects for some headphones. This may be considered a minor problem, but the accurate calibration of level may be important for the generation of perceptually-authentic auditory scenes, particularly for scientific experiments. Thus, generally speaking, the transfer function of the headphones used for the reproduction of binaural signals must be known and compensated for. 
Pressure Division
If the pressure division in the headphone situation equals the pressure division in a free-air situation, PDR reduces to unity -refer to Sect. 2.2. The term "free-air-equivalent coupling", FEC, was introduced in [73] to describe headphones for which this is the case. For headphones that have FEC properties, the equalization filter thus only needs to compensate for the headphone transfer function itself, even if recordings are made at the blocked ear canal. For headphones that do not have FEC properties, the equalization filter also needs to compensate for the PDR.
Results from [73] , see the examples in Fig. 6 , indicate that the pressure divisions in the free-air and headphone situations differ only slightly. Hence, the pressure division ratio can be assumed negligible for some headphones. Not surprisingly, this is the case for small, free-standing ball loudspeakers - Fig. 6 , right frame -but also some of the more traditional headphones, including the BeyerDynamic DT 990 Professional -center frame -have pressure division ratios close to unity. Even for headphones for which pressure division ratios differ most clearly from unity, e. g., the Sony MDR-102 -left framedeviations are, although significant in magnitude, limited to a rather narrow frequency range. In any case, the equalization needed to compensate for the pressure division ratio is much smaller than the one needed to compensate for the headphone transfer function itself. This is particularly relieving from a practical point of view, as determination of the PDR is complicated and requires a total of four measurements, i. e. in the free field, P open and P blocked , and with headphones on, P nd -order-IIR equalization filter, right [77] . Target function depicted as thin line
Headphone Equalization
Headphone equalization requires a successful inversion, i. e. de-convolution, of the headphone transfer function -see 8, 9, 10. Numerous mathematical methods exist for this inversion, and -considering the variation in characteristics of headphone transfer functions -it may be that one method may be ideal for one headphone type, and another ideal for another type.
Whatever the method used for inverting the headphone transfer function, the problem generally becomes easier to handle if the transfer function to be inverted represents a minimum-phase system. Generally, all-pass sections do exist in headphone transfer functions, but they are often ignored in the design of the equalization filter -see [69] for further discussion.
An example of measurements of a headphone transfer function and a designed filter is shown in Fig. 7 . A target function for the filter was derived from five measurements. For each measurement, the subjects themselves arranged the headphone for most comfortable fit. It can be seen that the variations between measurements are much less than the variations between subjects, compare with Fig. 5 . The low variation in the repeated measurements means that an individual headphone filter can be reliably designed. The high variation in transfer functions across subjects means that it probably should be designed individually, at least for critical purposes.
It can further be seen that a very deep dip exists in the left-ear headphone transfer function around 12-13 kHz which, when inverted for the equalization filter, gives a strong peak. Since it is slightly dependent on the exact positioning of the headphone, it should also be conservatively compensated for. This is done by reducing the amplitude of the corresponding high peak in the equalization filter, so that excessive amplification is avoided.
Pre-Equalization of Binaural Recordings
The possibility of applying a standard equalization for the use with binaural recordings is vital for the wider applicability of the methods. It has been suggested to pre-filter or pre-equalize binaural recordings with a weighting function that corresponds to the inverse of the design goal for standard stereo headphones, i. e. either a free-field or a diffuse-field equalization. This would, in the ideal case, lead to compatibility of the binaural recordings with existing standard-stereo headphones. Unfortunately, the variation across headphones and the general lack of success in reaching these design goals have compromised this idea. See [74] for a comparison of headphone transfer functions with traditional design goals, and [9, 102] for discussions of design philosophies.
Performance with Binaural Recordings
The listening experience obtained with reproduced binaural signals has been discussed recurrently, among other things, questioning the fundamentals principles -particularly regarding the issue of whether the frontal direction can be properly reproduced with human-like transfer functions. This was the background for a series of localization experiments with binaural recordings using real [77, 78] and artificial [70, 79] heads. The results are summarized in the following.
Localization Experiments
A series of listening experiments were carried out in which the localization with binaural recordings was compared to real-life localization. A set-up including 19 loudspeakers at various directions and distances was made in a standard listening room built according to IEC 268-13 [43] -see [59] and Fig. 8 . The subjects were asked to indicate on a tablet the loudspeaker where they perceived the sound. In other words, although only loudspeaker positions were possible responses, the subjects were asked to report on the position of "what they heard", i. e. the auditory event, and not in any way encouraged to speculate on sound-source positions.
The subjects listened in consecutive experimental series to (a) the stimulus sound played back in the real-life set-up, (b) their own binaural recordings, (c) binaural recordings from other humans and (d) binaural recordings from artificial heads. Responses which did not correspond to the stimulus position, were subdivided into four main error categories as inspired by the nature of our hearing, namely -Distance error . . . when the direction was correct but stimulus and response differed in distance. There were four loudspeakers in the front Fig. 8 . Photo of set-up in standard listening room [70] and three loudspeakers at 45
• azimuth, right, that could be confused in distance.
-Median-plane errors . . . when stimulus and response differed in direction but were both within the median-plane. There were ten source positions in the median plane. -Within-cone errors . . . confusions between source positions that were on "cones" with the same inter-aural time difference. There were two such source positions on the left side, 45
• elevated up and down, and five on the right, 45
• azimuth in the horizontal plane at three different distances, and 45
• elevated up and down. -Out-of-cone errors . . . all other mistakes, indicating severe directional errors.
Directional errors were considered more severe than distance errors, thus, if a response represented both a distance and directional error, it was counted as a directional error only.
The results of these localization experiments do not depict spatial hearing in every detail or give a full story of human sound localization. They do, however, provide a fairly representative performance map for common and natural listening situations. Authentic reproduction would result in a performance map comparable to the performance map for real-life listening. This, indeed, held true for the experiments with the subjects' own recordings, whereas a statistically-significant degradation was seen for all experiments with reproduction of non-individual and artificial-head recordings.
Non-individual Human Recordings
In [78] a panel of 20 listeners participated in localization experiments including binaural recordings from a panel of 30 human recording heads. There was considerable variation in the percentage of errors obtained with the different sets of non-individual recordings. The heads were subsequently "ranked" according to the number of median-plane errors, and the head which rendered least median-plane errors in total was "selected". This procedure will always as a result point to a "best" head, even if the low number of errors occurred by chance. An additional experiment was therefore carried out to verify that the recordings from the "selected" head consistently rendered the lower number of errors. The result of this experiment confirmed that it actually did so. This recording head thus incorporates the most common and/or salient features required for good sound localization. Consequently, it was denoted a "typical" human head.
Also others have studied the performance with non-individual binaural signals, see, e. g., [3, 5, 6, 22, 49, 50, 61, 80, [105] [106] [107] [108] 112] , and other philosophies have been put forward for the selection of "typical" or "optimal" heads. One suggestion is that the heads of persons who localize well themselves, "good localizers", will also provide the best cues for other listeners. This idea can be assessed from Fig. 9 . If the ears or head of a good localizer would also provide good cues for other listeners, then the points should follow a monotically increasing trend. Such pattern is not seen -thus this hypothesis is not supported by the current data. 
Artificial Heads
The performance of artificial heads was first investigated in the advent of artificial-head technique, e. g., [16, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 61, 62, 86-88, 103, 114 ] -reviewed in [79] . All investigations pointed at imperfect performances, but the differences in experimental conditions, way of specifying and presenting results, computing statistics -only few have employed statistical comparisons at all, and, particularly, the very limited number of subjects in most of these investigations, disable further comparison. A series of listening tests similar to the localization experiments reported in Sect. 4.1 and 4.2 have been carried out with recordings from artificial heads as well. The same group of listeners participated and the experimental design was identical in every other way. The results, median-plane errors only, of both human and artificial recording heads are shown in Fig. 10 . Figure 10 shows the average percentage of median-plane errors for a given recording head, human as well as artificial. The mentioned variation in error percentages for the human recording heads is clearly seen. The human recording head, AVH, was the one that gave the lowest median-plane error percentage, i. e. 26%. The performances for several artificial heads are indicated with arrows inserted in between the columns for humans. It is seen that even the better artificial heads compare only to the human recording heads in the poorer end of the scale, namely, 60% of the human recording heads are better. This is disappointing as artificial heads should in principle represent the "average" or "typical" listener.
The differences between human and artificial heads may be assessed objectively by comparison of their HRTFs. Frontal HRTFs for the artificial heads are given in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the human HRTFs are well grouped, though with higher variations the higher the frequency is, as can also be seen in Fig. 3 . It can further be seen that the HRTFs of the artificial heads do generally not well represent the human HRTFs. The artificial-head HRTFs deviate in several cases considerable from the "average" or "typical" structure, and often do not even fall within the range of humans. This is disappointing, since the general design goal for the artificial heads is to replicate humans.
The deviations in Fig. 11 do, however, not directly predict the ranking shown in Fig. 10 . The Toronto head has a very human-like transfer function, but it has a relatively high percentage of median-plane errors even so. The HMS I, on the contrary, has a fairly non-human-like transfer function, but has a lower percentage of median-plane errors, at least when compared to the other artificial heads. If more directions are inspected -not shown here, it is seen that whereas the front direction may reveal certain types of shortcomings of the heads, other directions reveal other types of shortcomings that result in other types of localization errors [70, 79] . Generally, both the results from the listening experiments and the analysis of the transfer functions indicate that the differences between artificial heads and humans are larger than differences between humans.
Successive experiments were carried out including more artificial heads, among others an in-house experimental recording head, Valdemar. These experiments were carried out over several years with a varying group of listeners, thus requiring more caution when comparing across investigations. It was shown that, generally, the various experimental series gave results of good validity, and that artificial heads provide the better performances the more human-like they are [70] .
Binaural Synthesis
A human recording head, or alternatively an artificial head, serves to perform the alteration of the sound field that the listener would have caused in the recording situation. When placed in a free sound field, the listener will obstruct an incoming sound wave, and ears, head and body will cause a linear filtering of the sound signal. This filtering is completely and uniquely described by the HRTFs. Figure 12 shows the HRTF in the time and frequency domains for a single subject with sound coming from the side. It is obvious in both domains that the sound reaching the ear closest to the sound source, left ear, is stronger than the sound reaching the ear opposite to the sound source, right ear. In the frequency-domain representation it can also be seen that the sound transmission to the left ear exceeds 0 dB, which is mainly due to pressure build-up and diffraction around ear, head and body. The frequency response for the right-ear sound transmission resembles the characteristics of a lowpass filter -due to the shadowing effect of the head. In the time domain it can be seen that the sound at the closest ear arrives some hundred microseconds earlier than the sound at the opposite ear.
It is the direction-dependent characteristics in the sound signals reaching our two ears which enable us to localize the sound source by our hearing. A very strong localization cue is the arrival-time difference between left and right ear signals, which positions the auditory event laterally on a given spatial cone of equal inter-aural time differences, also when other cues are ambiguous -thus the term "cone of confusion".
In the general definition of the HRTF all linear properties of the sound transmission are included. All proposed descriptors of localization cues, such as inter-aural differences in arrival-time, ITD, in phase, IPD, in level/intensity, ILD/IID as well as monaural cues, are contained in the HRTFs. They can thus be derived from the HRTFs, whereas the opposite is not generally the case.
Measurement
The ideal HRTF describes the transformation from a freely-propagating plane wave to sound pressures that occur when a listener enters the sound field and, thus, obstructs wave propagation. In the laboratory, plane waves exist only in approximation. When a source is set up for measurements in the anechoic chamber, it will be within a limited distance of the subject, and the wave that hits the subject will thus not be exactly plane, but marginally spherical.
The an-echoic chamber also presents an approximation in itself, since the absorption at the boundaries will fail to work at low frequencies, and possibly -depending on design and material -also for higher frequencies. Platforms, chairs, etc., that are needed for sources and subjects, also cause unintended reflections and, thus, are a source of measurement errors. Hence, it is preferable to minimize the number of loudspeakers present in the room, and to reduce the amount of equipment to a minimum needed carrying, supporting and/or fixating the subjects. One solution is to use an arc with one or more loudspeakers, and to move the arc [57, 58] or the listener [76] . An example is shown in Fig. 13 .
In recent years, a number of measurement techniques have been developed that return the transfer function in the time-domain representation, i. e. for the present application, as head-related impulse responses, HRIRs. A particularly successive technique is based on a pseudo-random noise stimulus, known as a maximum-length sequence, e. g., [18, 90, 97, 116] . This technique enables a time gating of the measured impulse where later parts of the impulse can be rejected. In this way it is, e. g., possible to "gate out" an unavoidable reflection from an imperfectly absorbing wall, or from the platform carrying the subject. Fig. 13 . Set-up for measurement of full-sphere HRTFs. Eight loudspeakers are placed in an arc, and the subject is standing on a platform supported with a backrest. The platform can be turned in discrete steps to render source directions for the whole sphere. The monitor shows the subject from above and enables the subject to center head position accurately [76] . For photo-technical reasons the monitor is closer to the subject than during measurements Raw measurement of P ear and P ref will include the transfer functions of all elements of the transmission chain, e. g., power amplifier, loudspeaker, microphone, microphone amplifier, anti-aliasing filters. Thus, a prerequisite for cutting away unwanted reflections from, e. g., supporting platforms, is that the head-related impulse response convolved with the impulse responses of amplifier(s) and loudspeaker does not overlap in time with the unwanted reflections. This can lead to a peculiar contradiction of compromises, since, e. g., a good loudspeaker response at low frequencies is desirable for a good signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, but a such loudspeaker will often have a long impulse response, and will thus limit the possibility of gating out reflections. Also, band-limiting filters with steep slopes of their transfer function can result in long impulse responses.
HRTFs are computed by a complex division in the frequency domainsee 4. For the highest frequencies, i. e. above the cut-off frequency of the antialiasing filters and other band-limiting elements, the result will be based on one set of invalid data divided by another set of invalid data. This results in a time-aliased impulse response with random high-frequency, i. e. "ringing" components which must be removed by appropriate low-pass filtering. For the lowest frequencies it is tempting to do the same, but as will be demonstrated in the following, it is important to control the low-frequency characteristics in a more direct way.
Low-Frequency Control
The two measurements used for the calculation of an HRTF are always carried out with equipment that has a lower limiting frequency. Thus, even if the measurements return values at DC, these values are not the results of true measurements, but they simply reflect the off-set-voltage properties of the amplifiers and A/D converters involved. As a consequence, the complex division carried out to obtain the HRTF gives a wrong and more or less random value at DC. One might think that this is not important as long as the signals do not have DC components. However, an incorrect DC value has consequences for the processing of signals in a wide frequency range as it will be seen in the following.
Fortunately, it is easy to correct for the DC value. At low frequencies, the presence of a person does not alter a propagating sound wave and an HRTF will thus asymptotically approach unity gain, i. e. 0 dB, when the frequency decreases toward DC. As a consequence, the calculated -and wrong -DC value of the HRTF can simply be replaced by unity in the frequency domain, just before taking the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the HRIR. Alternatively, the individual taps in the HRIR filter can be adjusted accordingly. Figure 14 shows the consequence of slightly incorrect DC values. In the time-domain representation the errors certainly look modest, but in the frequency-domain representation it is seen that the magnitude is severely affected not only at DC, but also at frequencies well within the range of Transfer function for a DC value corrected to unity, medium solid line, for a slightly-too-high DC value, dashed line, for a DC value of zero, dash-dotted line, and for a slightly-too-low DC value, thin solid line [72] .
hearing. At the frequencies, which equal an integer times the frequency resolution of the original HRIR, in this case 375 Hz, all curves coincide. The concerning observation is the behaviour of the amplitude response between these points. These bumps are several dB in magnitude, and can be clearly audible as miscolouration of the lowest frequencies. If, by misfortune, the DC-value is slightly too low in the HRIR for the one ear and slightly too high in the HRIR for the opposite ear, then a large difference can exist. This does not normally occur in real life, and can give a quite unpleasant feeling of sub-or super-pressure in the ears. Hence, in the authors' experience, it is generally required to correct the DC-value to ensure a good sound quality.
Filter Length and Order
It appears from visual inspection that the length of the HRIR itself is on the order of 1 ms or slightly more, e. g., Fig. 12 and 14 . The HRIR can be implemented directly as an FIR filter with an order corresponding to the number of taps. The possibility of reducing the order for minimizing computational resources has repeatedly been investigated, e. g., [3, 4, 14, 15, 38, 41, 46, 64, 93, 94] -for a review see [42] . Figure 15 shows the probability of detection in a three-alternative forced choice listening experiment, where finite-impulse-response filters, FIR filters, with reduced order were compared with the original HRIR, i. e. 256-point FIR. The sampling frequency was 48 kHz, so 48 taps correspond to a filter duration of 1 ms. From Fig. 15 it can be seen that for high filter orders, i. e. down to 72 taps, the difference is undetectable. For shorter filters the differences are heard, though still with a low detection at 48 taps and even at 24 taps. Thus, depending on the application at hand, filters of these or- Fig. 15 . Detection probability of reduced-order FIR implementations, pooled data for 15 subjects and 17 directions covering the whole sphere. Individual synthesis and individual headphone calibration was employed with speech, open circles, and noise signals, solid circles [94] ders may in many cases work satisfactorily. In general, with current signal processing technology, FIR filters of 72 taps are considered relatively short.
The results match well with what one would conclude from visual inspection of HRIRs and from considering the physical dimensions of humans. Nevertheless, it is not an uncommon understanding that the length needs to be considerably longer, and that the quality of the filter is better the more taps are included. One reason for disagreements is the possible lack of lowfrequency control. The longer the filter is, the lower is the frequency at which the "bumps" occur. This means that the errors can be indirectly shifted to such low frequencies that they become inaudible. An easily overlooked fact is that similar errors are likely to occur when the transfer functions are measured using frequency-domain methods or when the filtering is carried out in the frequency domain.
The possible advantages of using alternative, possibly computationally more efficient filter representations, e. g., infinite-impulse-response filters, IIR filters, has also been investigated, e. g., [3, 13, 15, 38, 41, 44, 51, 52, 64, 91, 93, 94] . None of the results points to a convincingly superior computational performance. This may -at least partly -be due to the fact that IIR filters are often superior for describing low frequency spectral details, which are virtually non-existent in HRTFs.
It is a pre-requisite for many IIR-filter-design methods that the system has minimum-phase properties. This is, however, not the case for HRTFs, e. g., [76] . All HRTFs include a linear-phase component, i. e. pure delay, which is vital for maintaining the correct inter-aural time difference. HRTFs do also typically have one or more all-pass sections. Yet, it was demonstrated [69] that, without any audibly consequences, the all-pass sections may be replaced by an additional pure delay -determined as the low-frequency phase delay or group delay of the all-pass sections. Though the use of IIR-filter design may not be computationally favourable, the possibility of using minimum-phase approximations has many other practical advantages.
Performance of Binaural Synthesis
There have been numerous investigations testing or using binaural synthesis, e. g., [3, 5, 6, 49, 50, 80, [105] [106] [107] [108] 112] . Most have been made in an-echoic chambers with the subjects in fixed positions, thus simulating a single sound wave with a given direction, i. e. static free-field simulation. There may be several reasons for this. Technically, all that is required for a free-field simulation is the HRTFs, and the appropriate headphone equalizations. Second, if a simulation of more realistic environment should be made, a sound-transmissionanalysis program is required. Such a program will also have its approximations and imperfections, which will influence and possibly deteriorate the overall result. Third, the first-arriving sound wave has a leading significance, when it comes to directional hearing, the so called "precedence effect", see e. g., [9] for a review. Thus, the static free-field simulation is in a sense a relevant and critical test of the success in rendering authentic directional perception.
A general conclusion from these investigations is that, when properly implemented, the binaural synthesis is successful in giving a near-real-life performance. The results have contradicted some of the myths associated with binaural synthesis, e. g., that the technique cannot render frontal localization or inevitably leads to inside-the-head locatedness. In the studies where these effects have been observed, often non-individual synthesis has been used, or the studies have had such diverting objectives that details of the synthesis technique have been given very little attention.
The binaural synthesis can, however, be considerably improved by making use of a single very important difference between recording and synthesis of binaural signals, namely, the possibility in the synthesis to change the HRTFs interactively when the direction of the sound incidence changes due to listeners' head movements. It is well known that in real life head turns are often used unconsciously, e. g., to resolve front/back confusions, e. g., [8] .
With binaural recording -and static synthesis, the listener has to sit still to have an authentic listening experience, since a recording cannot respond to later dynamical changes, such as the listener's head movements. This is not an impediment of principle nature for the synthesis technique. The position and orientation of the listener can be tracked by so called head trackers, e. g., magnetic devices, and the synthesis can be made responsive to these changes by continuously updating signal processing.
The importance of correct updating of binaural synthesis in response to head-movements has been understood for years. More recently, a number of investigations, e. g., [7, 20, 92, 113] have demonstrated the proficiency of dynamic synthesis. Localization errors such as front/back confusion are almost non-existent, and cone-of-confusion errors are well resolved in general, also for non-individual recordings.
The very different properties of the listening experience in dynamic simulation calls for considerably revised experimental schemes for scientific assessments of the methods. Localization experiments are still fundamental in such assessments, but the continuously-changing signal processing can lead to artifacts, e. g., "clicks", that degrade the quality of the sound, without severely impeding localization.
Applications
In the following, the principles of some classical application areas of binaural technique, mostly synthesis, are introduced -see also [10, 19, 84] , this volume.
Room Simulation
Room-simulation systems perform numerical analyses of the acoustical environment and, with the use of binaural synthesis, the analysis results may be rendered audible. Room-simulation systems are usually developed for assistance in architectural design and acoustical adjustment of concert halls, auditoria, theaters etc. Re-arrangements of walls, orchestras or audience can be listened to before alterations are made in the real world. Listening conditions at critical places in the concert hall and the speech intelligibility of the auditorium can be checked by actual listening. The simulation systems cannot only be used to suggest physical changes of the room, but also, by applying superposition, multiple sound sources can be simulated in the computer model and the system can be used for adjusting any multi-channel public address or electro-acoustical enhancement system prior to the costly set-up. The room-simulation system can also be used in various contexts where standardized listening conditions are needed. This could be used for instance for the evaluation of different loudspeakers. This way the loudspeaker producer can avoid building a rather costly listening environment. It can also be used in mobile monitoring environments for studio recording and mixing that lack space for a loudspeaker set-up. The potential of room-simulation systems has been, and is, a driving force in the research and development of the binaural-synthesis techniques. In later years the term binaural "auralization" has been used in general for rendering such numerical predictions audible -see, e. g., [2, 26, 53, 56, 60, 63, 81, 104, 115] .
Binaural Mixing Consoles
A common way of making recordings in studios is to record each instrument or voice in its own channel, and then afterwards mix these down to the intended stereo perspective, using time and intensity differences. With a binaural mixing console such multi-channel recordings are transferred into binaural signals in the mixing phase. The binaural mixing console can thus be regarded an electronic artificial head. If an artificial head is used for the recording, then the physical set-up in the recording studio defines the position of the sound source for the play-back situation. These recordings, as well as ordinary recordings processed by means of the binaural mixing console, can be mixed together to binaural signals. Yet, the success of using binaural recordings in audio has been limited, possibly due to the lack of standardized methods for the processing procedures -for examples, see, e. g., [32, 34, 45, 48, 95] .
Surround Sound by Headphones
The use of multi-channel sound-reproduction systems is increasing, e. g., in HDTV and DVD formats. The compatibility with headphone play-back is not trivial. Using binaural synthesis, the five channels can be transformed into a two-channel signal for headphone play-back. The idea is not at all new, e. g., [11] , and has also been proposed for headphone play-back of traditional stereo recordings, where the same compatibility problem exists. Today, two approaches are seen. One that strives to simulate the optimal surroundings, and one that strives to simulate the end-user multi-channel set-up and environment, whatever the properties and qualities of this -for examples, see, e. g., [1, 65, 83, 89, 98] .
Communication Systems
Binaural technique is often proposed for communication systems, e. g., [24, 25, 47, 109] , for situations where the listener must pay attention to more than one communication channel at a time. The idea is to spatially arrange the communication channels around the listeners and, in this way, enable them to distinguish between the different channels as in daily life. The advantage of spatially arranged channels originates from the fact that our hearing can focus on one out of several sound sources in noisy environments with the sounds being heard at different directions, the so-called "cocktail-party effect". Implementations of this kind are, e. g., seen within military research institutions to be used between pilots and air control towers, e. g., [107] . More general kinds of tele-conferencing systems also exist.
3-D Auditory Displays
The idea of 3-D auditory displays is to create spatially arranged auditory icons for situations where it is either natural to have audible information passed or where, for instance, the visual information channel is not available or is fully occupied, e. g., [17, 21, 82, 85] . The sound of a fuel tank drying out could carry an important message for a pilot, and the sound of a printer could be a way to transfer the graphical interfaces of modern computers into something blinds can use. Auditory icons -sometimes called "earcons" -can also be used for transfer of information which has no origin in the auditive world. Examples are radar or ultrasonic information, where the distance information is passed and used, for instance, as a navigation tool for blind persons, or the association of sounds to stock exchange information, e. g., high-and lowpitched sounds for rates going up and down -e. g., [23] . Obviously, earcons serve a purpose even when they are not arranged spatially, yet, but 3-D auditory displays offer an environment where the user may effectively monitor more activities at the same time.
Virtual Reality
In Virtual-Reality applications, e. g., [12, 29, 84, 96 ] the ultimate objective is immersive simulation of a non-existing environment. The distinction between VR systems and other sound simulation systems can sometimes be difficult to see. VR systems aim at providing stimuli to a persons' senses, which are perceptually plausible to such an extent that these persons develop a persistent experience of actually being somewhere else -so called sense of "presence". The perceptual world that they are experiencing this way may only exist as a computer model which the computer uses to control various kinds of actuators that stimulate multiple modalities -besides the auditory one, one or more of the following, i. e. visual, tactile, olfactory, gustatory and proprioceptive ones.
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